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Abstract. Thinkers in IT management and IT industry with slight difference in
opinion have put forward various categories of staff members. Strategists, high
ranking, or candidates for key positions use the Think Tank Room term to
indicate they have preplanned and reliable programs. In reality, if scientists
lacking work experience, or strategists unfamiliar with contingencies of the day
occupy such think tank rooms, the undoubtedly the disadvantages of the room
are much more than its advantages.The Collaborate Think Tank Room (CTTR)
model, proposed in this article, compensate the disadvantages of traditional
think tank room model by using a collaborative approach. The model has four
stages, conducting Setting, Getting Using, and Doing (SGUD). To clarify the
advantages of using the suggested model, two real cases of professional fields
are explained.
Keywords: IT management, Think Tank Room, IT risk management,
Collaborative model, Collaborative criteria, Knowledge-based IT environment.

1

Introduction

Long ago, management approaches considered staff members as similar to other tools
and devices [1]. There is no place for the erroneous thought that the staff members of
an organization are used to produce the end product or services; or they should be
considered as a means to be used more economically, even if it exists in reality [2]. In
each organization, the most important department is now human resources [3].
Therefore, individuals are considered as a resource, which should be attended to the
way the other resources are.Thinkers in management and industry science like Waren
[4], with slight difference in opinion, have put forward various categories of staff
members.They are referred to as blue collars in some cases and as white collars in
others, as leaders in some, and as followers as others; sometimes as order givers and
sometimes as order takers. What is attended to less is that experts in organizations can
be more fruitful than managers require or know.
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Think Tank Room and Lack of the Real Experiences

2.1

Think Tank Room Definition
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The term Think Thank Room has for long been used [1]. Hart, and Vromen [5] stated:
“The term think tank is a verbal container which accommodates a heterogeneous set of
meanings.” Strategists, high ranking, or candidates for key positions use this term to
indicate they have preplanned and reliable programs. However, in reality, if scientists
lacking work experience, or strategists unfamiliar with contingencies of the day occupy
such think tank room rooms, the undoubtedly the disadvantages of the room are much
more than its advantages [2]. The collaboration and obtaining the professionals’ real
experiences could be assumed as the silver bullet to compensate the weak points of the
Think tank room conceptual models.
2.2

Think Tank Room Theoretical Frameworks

Although, the brain storm and collaborative decision making is suggested, analyzed,
and emphasized by many of scholars, there is a lack of research study about the think
tank room in IT environment field [5]. The real role of IT and the exact position of
thinkers in automated systems are not clear and a series of case studies are required to
clarify the current as well as future situations of IT environments [7]. Researches
show that establishing, developing, and institutionalizing a think tank room using high
professional thinkers will change the catastrophic treats to eye-catching opportunities
[6].

3

The Collaborative Think Tank Room Model (CTTR)

Concentrating on the expressed opinions by Nemeth [8], Morris et al. [9], and
McAlearney et al. [10] shows that the idea of a CTTR model can cover the weak
points and decrease the negative effects made by the presence of the experts in any
types of decision making process. Figure 1 is An static presentation of the suggested
model by this article. The CTTR model has four critical stages (SGUD):
Setting Collaboration Criteria. Setting the criteria for collaboration is the first stage
that could be the starting stage of the model [11]. Each problem has common as well
as unique specifications. Clarifying the problem characteristics and the constraints is a
essential step to set the collaboration criteria. Defining and focusing on the
collaboration criteria will avoid wasting the valuable resources such as the time and
work force. Determining the communication styles and meeting procedure will satisfy
the aforementioned criteria.
Getting Reliable Reports on the Current Situation. The up-to-date integrated
information system will help decision makers to make appropriate decisions as well
as measure it [12]. Developing an effective knowledge base as well as comprehensive
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database including historical data is recommended in this stage. Generating brief
comprehensive reports provides an efficient atmosphere and assists the think tank
room members in their duties.

Fig. 1. SGUD stages of CTTR model

Using Independent Experts' Ideas. Exploiting the employed professionals occurs
some advantages as well as some disadvantages. Using independent reliable experts
as the think tank room members compensates the disadvantages and reduces the risks
of dependants’ professionals. Independent professionals will provide insights by
sharing the outlook perspectives [13].
Doing Brainstorm for the Appropriate Solution. Gathering various ideas is not
sufficient for making correct decision. Brainstorm between think tank room members
reveal the benefits and disadvantages of ideas. Leading and controlling the brainstorm
meetings is so important issue that could be done through a collaborative digital
charter as a creative tool [14].

4

Collaboration Matrix for CTTR Model

CCTR means every expert can cooperate as much as his ability, knowledge,
experience and expertise, and benefit from others' as much as he needs. To implement
the collaboration model, a matrix of subjects and collaboration will be assist
managers. The line of aforementioned matrix is the subjects, which should be
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collaborated. The column of the matrix belongs to the knowledge workers, whose
knowledge and experience can be used. The entries belong to the role of knowledge
worker in that corresponded subject or activity (Table 1).
Table 1. Collaborative sample matrix for CCTR model

KNOWLEDGE WORKERS
SUBJECTS

5

KW 1

KW 2

…

KW n

S1

Consulter

…

…

…

S2

Resource provider

…

…

…

…

…

Sm

Relative
experiences

…

…

…

Two Professional Cases for Implementing CCRT Model

Physicians and retail loan officers are considered as knowledge workers for a couple
of reasons [15]. They are in close contact with the clients and in touch with hard facts
due to the nature of their jobs. Strict rules drawn up for loan allocation purposes
indicate the rate of clients. Information available to this group is not comparable to
that derived from opinion polls and samplings or simulations. The most important
reason behind this is that such information is documented. No opinion is acceptable
without proof. It means if a loan applicant talks about his family status, financial
resources, and provides no proofs; his claim will not be accepted.The case is a little
different about physicians. The difference is not in the importance of the matter but in
the type of the resources used. McAlearney et al. [10] emphasized that physicians are
not only analysts, but also their ability in diagnosis and giving medication completes
the treatment process. It means that one of the most important sources for the
physicians to help them decide is the remarks made by the patients. Physicians
suppose that their patients are the people who have lost their physical or mental health
or have referred to them to check their health status; otherwise, they wouldn't have
referred to physicians. Therefore, if all tests show that a patient is healthy, yet the
patient feels aches, physicians shall not stop treatment. On the other hand, physicians
can depend upon their knowledge and ask key questions, or rely on the existing
models and diagnose the physical conditions of the patient. The important point is that
the patient is not done when treatment process is done; rather a new process has
already started. This new process is seeking the reasons of the disease and uprooting
it. Suppose a patient afflicted with a hard-to-cure disease refers to a doctor. His
remedy shall consist of treatment along with removing its social effects or preventing
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the disease to be epidemic.According to CCTR mode, physicians can express their
ideas in making decisions related to the development of the hospitals regarding their
human resources. In a same way, loan officers can express their opinions on the
developments made through years. Loan officers are somehow like doctors. They
receive the terms and conditions from the above on one hand and evaluate the
conditions of the applicants on the other. If the files available to these two groups are
updated in a knowledge-based system, they can be a good back up for the short term
and medium term plans. In long term, good information can be extracted through
refining information and using deductive scientific methods.

6

Conclusion

The suggested CTTR model is focused on the presence of knowledgeable
practitioners. Real updated information, unlike unreal one can back up strategic plans.
The first Stage of CTTR model is setting collaboration criteria through arranging an
appropriate collaboration charter. Other stages are focused on the using integrated
information system and involving professional knowledge workers. Knowledge
workers are the most appropriate people to prepare and submit this information.
Besides, their inferences are correct because they are experts and in touch with the
case.Using CCTR model supports the organizations to make the best decisions
through pro-action approach. If knowledge workers get involved in decision-making
and planning processes, the inconvenient consequences of decisions could be reduced.
Using CCTR plans can be saved from being single angled, dogmatic, and merely
theoretical; and change them into multilateral flexible and applicable plans.
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